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Tanya Castro 
 

American Alien 
 
 
It is difficult to belong to a place that doesn’t want you.  
To be foreign in your home  like how your neighbor is 
stranger. I’m being chased   down the street,  
a white man follows. Red light.   I don’t make eye  
contact as he yells his window           down and my foot  
on the gas. Ready. Left turn onto  La Casa Via. He  
drives behind me. Where I’m from  gueros don’t step  
foot in The Town. This land sacred    to aliens, ours.  

They don’t have any business where    I’m from. None.  
I invade white spaces but they hold    on. Where are  
you from? To be an American  
  sometimes means you aren’t    Here. 
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Tanya Castro 
 

How to Make Woman 
 
 
I am not enraptured  

by the act of cooking 

by the act of cleaning 

 

by the act of doing what a woman do 

teaching your daughter how to be 

three decades ago my mother knocked  

 

on a door that belonged to an orphanage 

who turned her away after her father died 

her mother lived across the border 

 

don’t take me back she thought to herself 

where all I am is woman 

being born a girl doesn’t last long 

 

nor do I act like one but 

look how refined you all look 

in harmony the men adore your bodies 

 

but only if you stand/attend/belong 

or maybe you prefer possessed:owned 

a girl who had nothing to her name but  

 

her woman became my mother 

when she transformed because of me 

it was by the act of a woman who had cut  

 

in line my mami didn’t speak english  

and she almost didn’t say a thing 

she looked down at me I was about six 

 

I learned about cutting in line at school 

I knew the woman took one look 

saw weakness in stature maybe in her eyes 
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when I looked back up at my mother 

she taught me who to be  

how to make woman anywhere you go. 
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Ginny Hogan 
 

No Questions, Please 
 
 
“My dad’s in the hospital,” I said. 

 “Oh no!” Henry responded. He moved across the room to embrace me. 

You definitely don’t want to stare at a hug as it docks. It’s just a man with 

arms outstretched, careening toward you like a zombie.  

 I was fine. But I wanted to keep Henry informed.  

 “I’ll order you dinner,” he whispered in my ear. 

 

Two weeks later, my dad was discharged. I wondered if I should share it with 

Henry. He’d never asked. If I simply told him outright, was I passive-

aggressively suggesting he should have asked? Well, he should have asked.  

 I was more concerned, though, that alerting him to my dad’s recovery 

would give him a pass to assume I was “okay.” I was not “okay.”  

 “I’m severely depressed,” I said. I figured I’d take a stab at honest 

communication, if for no other reason than to ensure my therapy dollars 

weren’t wholly wasted. 

 “I’m so sorry to hear that,” said Henry, putting his hand on mine. “We can 

watch Gilmore Girls tonight, if you like.” 

 I could have told him more, but he didn’t ask. It was frustrating to 

affirmatively volunteer information about my life. I felt pathetic, like an old 

man on the bus telling a war story to strangers.  

Should I tell Henry my psychiatrist was putting me on Prozac? No, that was 

just a chance for him to feel like I was “cared for.” No longer his responsibility. 

What’s the role of a boyfriend versus an antidepressant? Hard to say.  

 “I’d love that,” I responded. And I would. I always love Gilmore Girls. 

 I became less and less each day. 

 

 We were two and a half hours into the Zoom call. Henry had been 

watching TV downstairs. Quarantine was odd. We’d met in captivity. Most of 

my friends lived in different cities. That was probably why Henry never asked 

about them. Maybe he thought asking would make me miss them even more. 

Maybe that’s why he never asked about my family. Or me. He didn’t want to 

make me miss the old me. It was sweet, really. 

 “Can I meet Henry?” Jade asked. 

 “Yes,” I said. Why? There wasn’t much to be gained from a Zoom. Just a 

perfunctory acknowledgment that they’d interacted. Mostly, it was backup for 
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when the relationship failed. I didn’t like him, anyway, Jade could say to 

comfort me. And she’d have the credibility - they’d met, after all. 

 I sent Henry a text, asking if he’d come upstairs. I reminded him it was 

Jade, my roommate from college. And graduate school. Who lived in NYC 

with her husband and dog. The actuary who played competitive poker online. 

Jade, my very best friend. Henry and I had been together for eight months.  

 “So nice to meet you,” said Jade. “I’ve heard so much about you.” 

 “Likewise,” said Henry. I cringed. I promised myself to never again date a 

man who said “likewise.” 

 “How are the succulents?” Jade asked.  

Henry and I had started growing succulents. It seemed easier than having 

kids since you didn’t have to check in on succulents to ask how they were 

doing.  

 “So delightful!” said Henry.  

 There was a long pause. Was he going to ask her about herself? I 

worried he wouldn’t, and would appear rude. I worried he would, and would 

reveal how little he knew about her.  

 I didn’t want to blame Henry. I’d accepted his behavior for so long. Maybe 

I wasn’t interesting enough. Maybe he was the only one who knew me well 

enough to see that. 

 

It took too long to uncover this “quirk” of Henry’s (if you can call it that, which 

you can’t). When conversation flows freely, you don’t notice who's asking 

questions. You don’t halt an easy dialogue just to say, “so, do you have a 

good relationship with your mother?” 

And then, after ten months of dating, you wonder why they never asked 

about your relationship with your mother. 

In my defense, Henry and I never fought. He never annoyed me. He was 

stable and respectful. He made me paella. He even made me laugh (once). I 

had friends in relationships so passionate the doors slammed, and I was 

relieved we didn’t have that. The sound of a slamming door upsets me. If this 

were settling, settling wasn’t so bad. 

 

“I never told you about my childhood fencing career,” I said. 

No follow-up questions. 

“I’m a recovering alcoholic.” 

No follow-up questions. 

“I think I want to quit my job.” 

No questions. No questions. No questions. 
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I told myself I didn’t need the validation. I told myself he could change. I 

told myself all men were like this, and who was I to expect better? 

 

A year in, we began to fight. Even the fights were devoid of questions. He’d 

say he couldn’t recall what had happened; I’d recite exact snippets of 

dialogue from four months ago. The simplest way to convince someone of 

true rage: a perfect recollection of events. No one but an angry lover would 

have remembered his exact response to, “I sprained my ankle.” (His 

response was, “oh no!”) 

Then I began to melt. I guess that’s what happens. Without the slightest 

interrogation, you turn into a puddle. Few people know this, because few 

people stay in relationships long enough to find out. Was I being 

overdramatic? It was hard to say – Henry didn’t ask. 

As I dripped slowly onto the floor, Henry got out a towel to wipe me up.  

“What happened?” He asked. 

It was too late. I could no longer speak. 

“Don’t worry,” he said, “I keep the mops in my upstairs closet, in case 

something like this happens again.” 
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Stuart McPherson 
 

Perfectionism 
 
 
The marble rolls to me 

                                                          when I work, 

Or aspirate the possibility of futures 

or build 

                                                         a sudden meaningfulness. 

And its twelve edges 

investigate the thinness of my skin, 

                                                          sharp as the failure of citrus 

No blood but dust; like a flour bag 

puffing out.  

I file it, bathe it in acid, cast it under  

a sacred idol in the witching hour to 

                                                           amnesiate 

But it remembers and rolls to my 

feet with its knocking squareness. 

                                                           I hide it 

From my daughter 

                                                           in the deep clay outside               

but still it comes right back 

unchanged 
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Swim, swim,  you said,  and into the blue rotation 

that buzzes with  equal parts solitude and suffocation. 

It came     like a fever,  the double speak,  

the doubt.        Such a lackluster shadow of days   

since then.       The wallpaper shuttles itself along the wall 

dumb flowers     bracken  flightless birds. 

Yellow material   in a deadpan glance  

a light swell  and       still I don’t rise.  I can’t rise.   

A dream of forgeries exposes you for who you really are. 

A milky-eyed dog’s  view of a room      a twisted fuselage 

a heartbreak of numbers. 

The earth swells  and a faraway volcano  

covers itself in ash.  

Ash in the rice bowl.       Ash on the pillow. 

This is my condition.   A mirror darkened 

by a history of somnolence exit polls empty eye sockets  

a love letter left on a doorstep       carte blanche  Mario Cart 

and the fanciest little dog  that money can buy. 

Existence is a window.       A copper wire.  A vector.  

Yesterday a cardinal  red slash  took my  

mental equation and  popped it with a pin.  

Swing swing, you said.  And so I did.  And every mood  

that comes is      a point of access  a model city  

out of scale where  

a rhapsody is playing   out of sequence.  See  

the model people            walking down the street?  

Every line they draw          becomes a wall.    And the room grows solid 

and the snow is falling and it’s 

imminent  in its  apparent reorganization of collapse. 

How do I enter  its hissing diaphanous  
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disposition?       But time is out of sync.   

It’s fall.  Jocelyn said  does it feel  

like a tattoo parlor?        And today at the grocery 

store  everything was rearranged. There was 

no way to cart habit grasp.       Kendall drove me through  

the parking lot within 

the parking lot. We needed cables. And the features  

on the façade were all merry  

for a minute and the dark and distant timebomb  

how we carried it.  Heather gray  old hoodie  when  

it gets dirty  just toss it.  

This was my prognostication.  

The breath in the balloon  is still breath  

when released into the wind. 
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We need to talk about comparisons.  Which is worse? 

The needled speech of yesterday’s  death feeling 

or  the leaf blower blowing leaves?     

Both are a racket        that factors into paralysis       

but only one makes sense.        

These are the kinds of puzzles    that you make for us. 

And the state is shutting down again  cases are soaring. 

Numbers  flock like birds. They have their own  

migration instinct. Why do we keep on doing the same things  

until power lines are knocked down by trees? 

I’m sitting here with  

three lit candles  because that is all I have.       Ellen 

is writing a poem about a jelly jar and I ask her to explain. 

She says women are receptacles  and there I am 

 lying beside you trying to hold your sadness. 

  It’s like  aftershave.  It stings. 

I wonder  if people can be trained  to think of moods  

like hieroglyphics.        The past few days have been 

driven   altered  categorical.  

When I ask you how you are you say 

headache nauseated.     Then my father calls to say   

my grandmother can’t stick around.   Head down 

on her chest while her soul  practices. 

 When they visit her  they must sit behind plexi-glass. 

These are the features that you left us with the faces carved into rock 

and   the empty parking lots . 

Are you second-guessing your decisions? 

I slide down on the couch until I am inside of it   and 

watch   the absence of static.       Everything is too 

clear   high definition.  I long for a blurrier  

window of tolerance.  You ask me to abridge. So I  

screenshot waves of arousal activation and       adhesives are 

making promises again. 
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There’s something  anthropological  about getting 

out of bed the upright gesture concurrent 

simulcast.  I loiter in the  arrogance of dreams 

then slingshot  

into  

natural selection.  The dressing down of hornets nests 

leads to whistling in the kitchen       to ward off greater fear. 

I got down on my hands and knees to look 

under the sink  and what did I see but little pyramids 

and pellets.  

To lead by example  you must reach into the ether 

to gather rose petals and terra cotta. 

 I’m down to my last can of beans but it’s not about 

eating.     

 A rush of cold air takes the place of breath 

and the leaves turn into  double-edged tongues.   

They speak.    

It’s not my job to siphon the last bit of imaginary  but what 

am I meant to do if not  talk to 

the child inside of every citizen?     Should I 

take a walk  in a puffy coat      to see 

what sidewalks believe in?    

Someone is proposing marriage    and someone is 

realizing they don’t have jumper cables 

and someone is filling out an absentee ballot       and 

I have a  tickle in my throat.     

The placement 

of a photograph can predict whether I will need to call 

the psychic network.   Oh, mother, please 
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tuck me in again.          

What if the vulnerable moments  

before sleep        correlated with    the pause before speech? 

I fall into daylight.   I fetch 

the mail. Half-hidden in the shadows, the secret  

to keeping a man around is 

a greater than sign  then an equal sign  then a parenthetical.  
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I would like to tell you about my day   but 

direct marketing is busy pushing bedding at me. 

The remnants of what is left,   the bone 

the breath,  the mitochondria,  the tendrils.  

Today Kevin told me about his finances. 

The way he muttered   into his chest. 

Even if the green flies through the canopy 

and all the birds clamor over   the red roof, 

forever isn’t long enough to cleanse the palate 

of such awkwardness.   

Cars rush by   in the house’s periphery.  

When I push myself to rise, there’s a shore  

I’ve never seen before so I go up the scary stairs. 

Meanwhile, there are   shepherds out there  

gently corralling animals into  pastures.   

Fast track feature film baby formula. 

 I drove an hour one way and then I drove 

 an hour another. Stop for gas. We must always 

 stop for gas.  The exit situation creates  

 a distinguished presence.  Please 

let me in.  We must be in love 

if we cannot recognize disasters. So many events 

happening and we sip soup at the table and discuss 

our non-discussion of politics.   

Causalities from the virus and other  

collateral are farther flung than our blue particles. 

My mother sends me a photograph of a dumpster.  She says 

there’s  

a cat under there.  If the more fortunate were willing   

to come forward,  

I would empty my satchel of faces into a bin. 
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Inside of me,    a ministry  of my making. 

That’s the problem with ambition. 

The antiphony of machinery  

wins us over   again and again. 

I didn’t know that given time,  so infantilized, 

I’d curl up when breath was bored and bored was breath.  

If I want to spend my days uncoloring existence, 

that’s your doing,  yeah,  you in the corner. 

I could be stuck here,   cursor blinking, 

until electrons settle their debts. 
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It’s too easy to move toward   the Tuesday night 

taco truck.    It parks on the street 

beside  all the pretty houses.     And I’m sitting on the curb 

considering  the dictates  that got me 

to this place.  We are all so similar.       Our mouths 

move when we eat. 

Alana stops by to say  her teenager is panicked  and  

the greener the grass      

the glossier the sticker and  the more energy it takes to know  

breathless defenseless the music isn’t sad enough. 

And you don’t want to go to the  backyard party 

because you can’t get to know       blistex  

conversations  before the winter comes. 

This doesn’t need to be  

coded  but it is  because the other you 

is watching us meander and twist. 

There are many kinds of mustards.  You sampled the 

grainy one  and the room  lit by summer 

grinned. This was the day that I met your children.  

 We played a memory game with the wood grain 

and made an exquisite corpse painting and    

I want to go back to that afternoon or  

even further 

to  the scope  the treasure chest the ephemeral. 

This is a piecemeal  investigation 

of a time sequence.  Punctuation shudders in the airstream 

and  commas are funny things a little breath inside 

of the past. 

Where did the facts go?  

This day has nothing in it  to protect me 

from a backward glance         but  

the scratchy surface of a brillo pad 

against a pan   brings me back into the kitchen 
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where  I house dress 

efficient because  I have a child inside       who  

is excessiveassociative religious. 
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Richard N. Mott 
 

My Mother: Three Rides in the Car 
 
 
I. 

Say this for the English: 

They bear up—raising loss 

Almost to an art form 

With brave faces turned 

To meet dim prospects. 

As you, in the end throes 

Of that awful illness, 

Waved goodbye to me 

One January morning 

Through the car window 

On a last trip out for a 

Final round of chemo 

Far too late in a losing 

Game for even a chance 

To change the ending. 

 

II. 

Years earlier you'd 

Outfitted another car 

One Fourth of July trip 

To an American BBQ, 

Our Union Jack cello- 

Taped to the aerial, 

Proudly independent 

And hand-painted Red 

White & Blue early 

That morning onto 

Onionskin letterhead 

So sheer it was in shreds 

Long before we arrived 

To meet our opposite 

Number—a metaphor 

For how we might  

Have lost that war. 
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III. 

But what I prefer to 

Remember is your 

Absent-minded trip 

To our local grocers 

Tracing the shaded 

Mile from home 

Bone-china teacup 

And saucer exactly 

As you'd left them: 

Up on the car roof. 

Not a painted flag 

But an ornament 

Announcing your 

Englishness this time 

Without meaning to— 

A model of balance 

Or unwitting grace 

On a day the world 

Bowed and let you 

Safely pass through. 
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Ted McCarthy 
 

Innovations in Bandage Science 
 
 
The city had been crumbling for as long as they could remember: fractures, 

hairline and elephantine, wormed across dams and bridges, and gopher-

girthed potholes ruined cars and devoured childrens’ scooters, their tiny 

drivers too. Public housing fell into ruin and then into itself: a sound like falling 

lumber, then bands of refugees roaming the dusty streets and parched 

valleys around town. 

The city’s peace and pride was a water tower constructed piecemeal over 

hundreds of years: wood panels hammered onto discarded couches roped to 

old rusty signs, wire both barbed and concertina coiled around concrete hulls 

and discarded toys to support the water-massif that heaved and swayed. The 

town relied on the tower for life; it fed its crops and canals, and was itself fed 

via a dam outside town. But the tower, too, crumbled. Each day, ropes and 

wires frayed and snapped and decades of detritus fell to quash life and limb 

of those living below, the same refugees who’d fled to the only viable land left 

there under the water tower, where they lived and died in wretched lean-to’s 

of driftwood and dry grass. 

Even the dam began springing leaks each summer, leaks that turned to 

floods that destroyed entire crops and still more homes. Scientists warned the 

dam would one day break like a big ceramic plate and drown the city whole, 

but the only response to these cries were questions: What was the scientists’ 

agenda, and when would the dam burst, and would it go quickly, or slowly, or 

ever at all? Perhaps, some said, the water would route through the valleys 

and gullies around town, and only kill the housing refugees who were, being 

honest, already a blight. Others put on waders and held umbrellas and said 

the dam looked just fine, and secured snorkels around their heads as the 

cameras turned to the next big leak. A wealthy, eccentric man in the hills 

above the dam encouraged the town to give up on saving itself, then built a 

company and recruited followers to colonize another ten miles over. Some 

thought him crazy, but the cameras loved him, and those in power listened. 

Some said these problems ran deep and demanded deep change: they 

wanted to build a whole new water tower, and a whole new dam, to fix the 

potholes and help house those who’d lost theirs. But the ones in the power 

scoffed and scorned: this was expensive, and naive, and against the very 

heritage of the city. The water tower had always wavered and grown 

skyward, and the potholes, dangerous as they were, supplied character and a 
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sense of freedom, and unity to the town. Deep change required deep 

financing. And had anything ever really been any different, those in power 

winked, and asked? 

And besides, the city had Band-Aids, millions and millions of Band-Aids. 

Band-Aid technology had leapt forward dramatically, and private funding 

poured in to disrupt old fabric models, invent stickier backings, completely 

rethink supply chains. Band-Aids were embraced by the mayor's office and 

corporations, schools and nonprofits too. Everyone in the city came to love a 

Band-Aid, the leaders most of all. 

The dam became a mish-mosh of Band-Aids, with men rappelling 

thousands of feet to adhere the new and peel off the old once they turned 

flaccid and lost their gum. Investors funded robots to more cheaply and 

quickly replace the Band-Aids and thus these men, and leaders coaxed the 

youth into scholarships for Bachelors of Science in Bandage Studies. Money 

swept into a great many initiatives that attracted Ivy League grads and well-

intentioned MBAs: compostable Band-Aids woven from organic fibers and 

ancient grains, Band-Aids emblazoned with the logos of multinational 

corporations and the words EMPATHY and PRIDE. Privately-held Band-Aid 

companies ran “Buy One, Give One” promos and donated 1% of sales for 

Band-Aids to patch over the lives and limbs and roofs of those beneath the 

water tank. And the dam and water tower kept leaking, and the potholes 

expanded, and the leaders called for more Band-Aids, more and more and 

more. 

Then one wet winter day it became clear the entrepreneurs had oversold 

the Band-Aids’ strength, and the bandages themselves began to leak and pull 

apart. December rain soaked the compostable fabrics fibrous and bare, and a 

bitter winter wind tore away their brittle backings. The young people, then the 

old people, then almost all the people began to look around. Band-Aids 

plopped to the muddy gray ground like dead seagulls and coated the town in 

a thick gray goo, inches deep in some places and high enough to drown a 

cow in others. The homes below the water tower collapsed under their 

weight, and the whole city smelled of dirty adhesive and wet rubber. They 

looked around at how wretched the town had become, and realized they no 

longer had any sentiment at all attaching them to it, to the water tower or the 

dam or even the potholes. Indeed, they couldn’t even remember why they 

ever had: they wondered if the town had ever really been theirs. And they 

smiled. 
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Ashley Hajimirsadeghi 
 

Severance1 
 
 
My mother’s entire life is a prayer book,  
spread at the doors of fright of Hell.  
 
I was      cutting white peaches, slit my  
  thumb on          the serrated knife. 
Sixteen & dying alone;       at four  
I remember        a bloodied             onion, 
    a rusted    pocket knife,       at the  

scene of the crime— 
origin point:           a father’s bad memory. 
   I wish           I could’ve said  
this was an        act of devotion      but  
     really it      foreshadowed  

the building      of a legacy.  
My momma               says my  
grandmother  
     might’ve had depression,  
that this    was my    burden  
   to inherit,     but  my                        

momma doesn’t         speak Persian                
&    never found                   
answers.              To speak  
Persian,              maybe then— 
  
My father says:  
“I am done with life,  
I am done with life and I did my work.”  

  
My baba’s mother’s    grandmother’s  
     mirror        lies dusty in           Baltimore— 
origin point:           Qazvin, Iran.  
Baba says   he’ll mail it        to cousins 
     I’ll never meet    when he dies.  
He spits at  my mother        his kids will  
              never be Persian.  
I pity people           like him,  

                                                        
1 Lines in italics come from Forough Farrokzhad’s poem “I Feel Little Garden’s Pain” 
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living in a country        only existing  
          in memory; 
the Iran      he knew is    gone  
  
I am scared of this heartless time.  
I am scared of all those wasted hands. 

 
My momma        took away my baba’s  
Persian art,                 mosaic depictions 
 with Rumi’s words               in drawling 
Farsi calligraphy             &     the fall  
     Persepolis,           replaced it  
with            American pastorals  
&     a stripping   of a heritage                  
that was       never hers                    
  to claim.        I ask my  
baba to     teach me Persian       but 
   that notion, too,         disappears. 
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Bad Quarto 1964 
 
 
In the beginning was the body. Forget thinking, Jerzy Grotowski told us, get 
rid of it, the book and volume of your brain. 

“Tell me,” Grotowski said, “do you walk home with your legs or with your 
ideas?” 

I walked all the way home from the class thinking about this. My belly full 
of child walked ahead of me like someone I had to keep up with, as if it were 
another actor keeping me from doing what Grotowski called the body work, 
the “games.” My chosen animal, seeking for it with my body.  Edita’s is an 
elephant, someone joked. No.  A deer, in the forest, running away, through 
the birch forest, birkenau, I could get at that, the feel of those legs propelling 

me onward, eyes rolling in fear, my own soft fur, the voice a kind of shriek 
that doesn’t come out as sound but as vibration in the air. Or maybe the 
sound a shoe makes on packed snow, that rubbery screech.  Urgent. This 
voice comes from some dark place to speak of horrors. 

And next, Grotowski told us, enact your spirit animal making love.  But 
this was hard to do without a partner, and I wanted Andrzej, but he was 
across the river working on the other play, the Faust, the stylized one written 

by my old friend Lolek who was now the Archbishop of Krakow.  Then, 
Grotowski said, do it through the animal’s voice.  So I let the silence rise 
inside me until it was a pair of staring eyes, a piteous sigh, a grip on the 
beloved so tight it might crush bones. 

Next was to be a plant, and so of course I was a bulging pea shoot, or 
maybe an oak about to drop its acorns.  The plant talks, sings, fall silent.  
That I was best at, the silence.  Still, I asked the questions: what is that 
sound? Is it the tree or the wind in the tree? What song does the tree sing in 
the sun? In the shade? Or are those birds doing the singing? 

Never look at the other actors and most important, do not imitate them.  
What you are doing belongs only to yourself. “Like Edita’s baby,” Grotowski 
said, quite suddenly. Edita’s baby belongs only to Edita and does not concern 
anyone else.” This next part he said almost as a shout: The people around 
you don’t exist. 

Oh, but they do. 
A hundred times you might have died, but at the last minute, it was the 

people around you instead. The man standing next to you took the bullet. 99 
more times. Then the war was over, and your family was dead. 
Mine I mean. 
 
Now I had a daughter, Krystyna. Grotowski’s company was rehearsing The 
Hamlet Study. He invited me back and watched for a week, shaking his head. 
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“It’s been a long day,” he said on Friday.  “Go home everyone, except 
Edita and the baby.” 

The others, puzzled, went out.  I took a seat. 
“Do you know where I was during the war?” Grotowski said. 
“I heard you were in hiding with your mother.” 
“Yes. In Nienadowka. With my brother too. And where were you?” 
“You know this. Everyone knows. The camps. Then hiding in Krakow.” 
“Most of the company is younger than we are by 20 years. They don’t 

know themselves. They’re naïve. Not so self-conscious.  You know what they 
are?  They’re the bad quarto of us.  They can barely remember the war. Or 
they’re choosing to forget.  I can’t forget. I don’t think you can either.” 

“I try to, but I still see certain things.” 
“I don’t have those memories. We were reasonably safe in the country. I 

went to school.  My mother was the teacher. My older brother is about your 
age. He is a scientist.” 

“Why are you telling me all this?” 
“A few reasons.  I think you will become a better actor if you stop trying to 

forget. Your memory will give you everything you need as an actor. Your 
body is your memory.  Your memory feeds your imagination. If you close off 
that part of yourself….” 

I felt the tears gathering in my eyes.  I tilted my head and looked up at the 
ceiling. 

“Why do you do that?” 
“It’s a trick from childhood. To make the tears go back where they came 

from.” 
“Does it actually work?” 
“No.” 
“Look at me then. Or look at your child.” 
I did as he asked. I don’t know if it was gravity or the sight of Krystyna 

asleep, but I began to cry. The tears let go and rolled down my cheeks, 
dropping off my chin and onto Krystyna’s blanket. 

“I’m afraid,” I said when I could manage words, “I’m afraid that if I give in 
to those memories, I won’t be a good mother to her.” 

“How could that be true?” 
“I’m afraid I’ll go mad.  If I remember, if I let myself remember the things I 

saw…done to children…I’ll….” 
“You’ll do what?” 
“It’s not reasonable what I’m thinking.” 
“If it’s not reasonable, it’s more likely to be true.” 
“Oh God,” I breathed the words. “I’m afraid I might repeat the…I might do.  

I might become confused and forget who I am.  Forget I’m her mother.” 
“It is completely unreasonable.  But that doesn’t make the thoughts 

unreal.” 
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I was holding Krystyna so tightly, I was afraid I might hurt her.  I said this 
to Grotowski. 

“We’ll look out for you, Edita,” he said. “Acting is dangerous work.  That’s 
why we do it together.  That’s why we call ourselves a company.” 

The town’s fire signal suddenly began its scream, the ascending notes 
and the held pitch at the top. Krystyna woke, her eyes wide, terrified. We 
wondered, Grotowski and I in our particular national intimacy, if that sound 
would ever come to mean what it did in most other places: that help was on 
the way, not that the murderers were at the gate.  
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Upstart Crow 
 
 
Because I had acted in plays, I knew how to get into the Loeb Theater 

costume shop. This was December 1981 in Cambridge, MA. I roamed 

through the styles and colors and eras, feeling like I’d fallen into a dream or a 

spooky living history narrated by these artifacts, headless, bodiless. I finally 

chose a dress you’d call Daisy Buchanan Mourner, black silk with a beaded 

fringe.  I slipped into one of the dressing rooms to try it on and was surprised 

to find an old woman sitting behind the curtain, eating a sandwich. She did 

not seem at all surprised to see me. I realized right away that she was not 

eating the sandwich but marveling at it, looking it over, turning it this way and 

that, as if she’d never seen such a thing in her life. 

“Oh,” I said. Hello. Sorry to barge in.” 

“No worries, love.” She was English, I thought, or Scottish.  She held the 

sandwich toward me. It was gigantic, twice the size of her hand, layers of 

thick bread, meat and cheese, delicate ruffles of lettuce. “Look what I’ve 

done!” 

“Can I get you a paper towel or maybe a plate?” 

“Are you the waitress?” 

I laughed at that, thinking we were sharing a joke.  “No, I’m a student 

here.  I’m looking for a dress to wear to a party.” 

“More like a funeral,” she said. 

She squinted at me, placed the sandwich on a low table, patted the bench 

beside her.  I hung the dress on a hook and went to sit down.  The dress was 

exactly in front of us, a long rectangle, looking like a door into darkness. 

“It’s a lovely piece of work, isn’t it?” she said. “I used to wear things like 

that once upon a time.” She turned to peer into my face. “Not this color 

though.  My mother wouldn’t have liked it.  She was partial to red.  Like a 

Communist.” 

“Was she a Communist?” 

Her eyes narrowed. “You’re a Russian, is it?” 

“Polish.” 

“Bad trouble there now.” 

“Very bad. The martial law. I can’t get through to my parents in Krakow.” 

She nodded in the direction of the dress. “Whose funeral is it then?” 

“Not a funeral. A party.” 

“Whyever would a young lass like you wear a black dress to a party?” 
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“There will be a lot of poets. Three poets. And theater people.  Three of 

those too.” 

“Three of those t-w-o.” 

“Yes. That’s the mathematics of it.” 

“And which are you?” 

I explained this was a problem. My boyfriend and I were both theater 

people. 

“Ah,” she said. “More maths. You don’t know which is the plus-one.” 

“Likely they think it’s me.” 

“Do you know what’s actually going on?”  She nodded again at the dress, 

as if that’s what we were talking about. Or as if the dress knew. 

I liked this woman, and I was also afraid of her, that this conversation was 

some sort of test and she was sure to find me lacking. I noticed for the first 

time that she herself was wearing a black dress, like a chambermaid’s, with a 

round white collar and white cuffs. Her white hair was pulled back into a little 

bundle at the nape of her neck, but some tendrils had escaped and displaced 

themselves wildly, as if she had just come out of a wind.  The idea that she 

had escaped some fury—this comforted me. 

“I don’t—most of the time. Only occasionally do I actually know what’s 

really going on. Do you?” 

  “I’ve been here a very, very long time,” she began. 

I couldn’t help myself: I stole a look at the sandwich.  She watched me do 

this with an expression that seemed amused, approving. 

“I’ve been here a very long time, and I’ve finally realized something.” 

I waited.  I could see through the curtain that the light outside was 

changing, brightening as it does when snow falls in the late afternoon. 

“It’s gone very quiet, hasn’t it?” the old woman said. 

“Snow does that,” I said. “Did you know it was snowing?” 

“I knew it was going to snow.” 

I thought suddenly of my mother, how she sometimes claimed to be able 

to tell the future.  I wondered if this was some spiritual visitation from her, and 

my heart turned to ice, a cold ache in my chest.  This kind of emissary could 

only mean she was dead. 

“What is it you’ve finally realized?” 

“I’ve finally realized why there are so few parts for women in the theater. 

Shakespeare started it. Shrews and suicides, infanticides, falls in love with a 

donkey, dies under a pillow. Women’s deaths for all ages and all occasions.” 

“When she was a girl, my mother acted Hamlet.” 

“Did she? Same ending though, wasn’t it?” 

We both looked at the dress as if it had moved or spoken. 
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“Tell me again,” the woman said. “Why did you choose that one? Out of 

all the costumes back there. All the colors of the rainbow. The red, white, and 

blue. The long and the short of it. Trousers even. Some modern women do 

that, you know.” 

“Poets,” I said, somewhat helplessly. I listened to my own voice. Plaintive. 

“Theater people.” 

“Why is that?” 

“I think it must be so nothing detracts. Distracts. From the words.” 

“Did you ever notice in Shakespeare the more colorful and complicated 

the costume, the less important the character?” 

“I didn’t.” 

“Take that dress. Tell me how it all turns out.” 

I folded the dress, settled it into my bookbag, left the costume shop, made 

my way through the green room, and the lobby of the Loeb and out into the 

blizzard. The snow quietly erased the town. Black birds flew screeching into 

this absence, arranged themselves as words cross-hatched on white paper. 
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Adèle Saint-Pierre  
 

Les Cardinaux Beauchamp et Richelieu2 
 
 
  

                                                        
2 Translated as: “The Cardinals Beauchamp and Richelieu” 
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Adèle Saint-Pierre  
 

L’éveque Anatole Dupuis des Augustins de l’Assomption3 
 
 
 

  

                                                        
3 Translated as: “Bishop Anatole Dupuis from the Order of the Augustines of the Assumption”  
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Adèle Saint-Pierre  

 
Les archevêques Josephat Baduel d’Oustrac et Théodule 
Colrat de Montrozier4 
 
 
  

                                                        
4 Translated as: “The Archbishops Joesphat Baduel d’Oustrac and Theodule Colrat de Montrozier” 
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Adèle Saint-Pierre  

 
Soeur Marie-Claudette des Bénédictines de l’adoration du 
Saint-Sulpice5 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                        
5 Translated as: “Sister Mary Claudette from the Order of the Benedictines of the Adoration of St. Sulpice”  
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Adèle Saint-Pierre  

 
Soeur Marie-Agathe de la Sainte-Miséricorde6 
 
 
  

                                                        
6 Translated as: “Sister Mary Agatha from the Order of St. Mercy” 
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Chantelle Chiwetalu 
 

Skylolo 
 
 
If you take the bus to Captain Adiya estate, greet the guards, and stay on the 

entry lane, from the big patch of green lemongrass to the pharmacy to the 

identical beige-and-baby-blue duplexes to more beige-and-baby-blue 

duplexes to the football field to the little hotel that tries to fit in with its 

compromise of chamois and a deep, brooding blue to more duplexes with the 

pink interjection that is the supermarket parting them, and then come to the 

humongous wall that tells you that’s quite enough walking thank you,  

And while you are passing the estate guards’ kiosk and the big patch of 

green lemongrass and the pharmacy and the identical duplexes and the 

football field and the little chamois-and-dark-brooding-blue hotel that tries to 

fit in and the duplexes with the interjecting pink supermarket parting them, 

before you come to the humongous wall that tells you that’s quite enough 

walking thank you,  

You say to everyone you see, ‘I am looking for Mr Aderibigbe. Do you 

know Mr Aderibigbe?’ One of the guards will lean against the window and say 

no and the other will watch you keenly as you tell him you will ask around as 

you go. The woman pulling up lemongrass in the field will say no and the old 

man waiting in front of the pharmacy will say no and the lady pruning a 

yellowing bush outside a duplex will [frown, give you a once over, shout to a 

certain Ponmile to tell his damn father to turn on the generator, straighten the 

sliding sleeve of her orange blouse and] say no and the teenager with the 

punctured ball in her bike basket will stare at you and stare at you and say no 

and pedal away. Not the housekeeper balancing five big grocery bags as she 

stomps out of the supermarket in her very practical shoes: she will walk right 

past you and you will wonder whether or not to tell her that an aerosol can is 

about to fall from her very practical handbag. And you will sigh deeply and try 

to stop your hands shaking.  

But if you say, ‘I am looking for Skylolo. Do you know Skylolo?’ (which 

you will not, because you do not know Skylolo) the guards will guffaw, ‘Know 

Skylolo? Know Skylolo? Who doesn’t?!’ The woman will straighten so 

suddenly her basket will overturn and say yes. The old man will nod and say 

yes. The lady in the orange blouse with the sliding sleeve will smile and say 

yes [and shout to a certain Ponmile to please tell his father to turn on the 

generator]. The teenager with the punctured ball in her bike basket—well 

maybe don’t ask the teenager with the punctured ball in her bike basket. The 
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housekeeper stomping out of the supermarket in the very practical shoes will 

mutter a rushed yes and you will definitely tell her about the aerosol can that 

is about to fall from her very practical handbag. 

They will tell you about the diminutive doctor that occupied Room 106 in 

the hotel because it was built where his old house used to be and he wouldn’t 

take their money. They will tell you about the free consultations he gave and 

the domestic quarrels he settled and the projects on the estate he moved for 

and because they cannot help it they will tell you about the one time he 

agreed to be Father Christmas at the estate’s Christmas party even though 

he was Muslim and wore the mascot frontways-back and everyone, including 

him, laughed and laughed.  

They will lower their voices when they tell you about his descent into a 

shocking melancholia, about the spells in which he would shout random 

names and ask why they had thrown him away like so much dust. And they 

will tell you that he passed away three months ago, and that they are not sure 

the estate will ever be the same. Your tears will gather, but you will blink them 

back. You will say thank you. And when they ask why you want to know 

anyway, you will tell them whatever pops into your mind. Knowing you, it will 

be that he is a distant relative. They will say: 

-Oh. 

-Sorry. 

-It was the Lord’s will. 

You will say no to everything that comes next: do you want to see where 

he is buried? Would you like to come in for a bit? Would you like some water 

at least? You will walk out of the estate and take the bus to the park where 

you have deposited your car. You will think about how stupid it was to hide 

that you had a car, to hide that you had several cars, so you could tell him 

that life had been bad to you too, see? The ticketer will knock on your 

window, and you will jump and say sorry, sorry, I’m driving out now. And you 

will hurry, because tennis with the guys is at 5pm and whoever heard of being 

late to tennis? 
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Evan James Sheldon 
 

Out of the Mouth 
 
 

“Tell me it was for the hunger 

& nothing less. For hunger is to give 

the body what it knows 

 

it cannot keep. That this amber light 

whittled down by another war 

is all that pins my hand 

 

to your chest…” — Ocean Vuong, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous  

 

 
There once was a man who was so hungry he couldn’t stop eating. This, in 

itself, is not an oddity, but the fact that he never grew larger, is. He stayed 

small, oh so small. The man ate and ate, and kept on until there was no food. 

Other people begged him to stop, but he couldn’t or wouldn’t, and he only 

answered them by continuing to eat.  

 Once the food was gone, he began to eat the people. He started with 

those nearest, those easiest consumed. When they were eaten, he moved on 

eating and eating until he had eaten everything and the world dwelled in his 

belly. And after he had eaten the world and everything in it, he found he was 

still not satisfied. So he ate a finger, and then a toe, and then slowly, he 

consumed himself.  

 After swallowing the last of himself, the man found the world and all its 

people thriving inside of him. Whole cities, and forests, and oceans, went on 

as if he had never put them in his gullet. And the man wondered if he had 

ever actually eaten anything at all. 

 The man then began to wander the world in his belly, looking for the most 

delectable, most filling morsels, hoping to be satiated. He searched long, and 

journeyed far but he found that the world inside him only tasted of ash and 

death. He thought that there must be something in this world he had already 

consumed that still tasted sweet.  

 In his wandering, his hunger grew and grew and he began to wish that he 

had eaten less, that perhaps if he hadn’t eaten the world and everything in it, 

he wouldn’t feel this ache, that perhaps he stretched his stomach beyond 

enjoyment, beyond fulfillment.  
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 The man sat down and waited for his stomach to shrink. It happened, but 

slowly and painfully. The world around him began to shrink, and encroach 

upon him, until there was no room to move; cities piled upon cities, saltwater 

blended with fresh, and the air became heated and dense, so that it was thick 

and painful for all to breathe.  

 The people finally began to climb out, up the buildings, and mountains, 

into the sky now that everything was closer together and they could reach it. 

They left in hordes, content to leave their belongings behind if only to get 

away from, and out of, the gullet of the man. 

And the man was left alone in the world he had consumed, waiting for it to 

crumble down upon his head. If he felt regret for eating all of the world and 

then himself, there was no one around to tell. And it was quiet in the world 

inside the man. 
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Steven Tutino 

 
Waves7 
 
 
  

                                                        
7 Previously published in Eris & Eros 
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Steven Tutino 
 

Study in Abstraction8 
 
 
  

                                                        
8 Previously published in Beyond Words Literary Magazine 
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Steven Tutino 
 

In the Storm of Roses9 
 
 
  

                                                        
9 Previously published in Apricity Magazine, TreeHouse Arts, Ariel’s Dream, Unlimited Literature, and The 

Raw Art Review 
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Steven Tutino 
 

Fragments10 
 
 
  

                                                        
10 Previously published in TreeHouse Arts, Montreal Writes, The Indianapolis Review, Wild Roof Journal, 

Ariel’s Dream, Unlimited Literature, and The Raw Art Review 
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Steven Tutino 
 

Dystopian Love11 
 
 
  

                                                        
11 Previously published in Apricity Magazine, Wild Roof Journal, and The Raw Art Review 
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Sally Simon 
 

The Slingshot 
 
 
I press my cheek against the marble slab immortalizing Rita Hester, Beloved 

Daughter. I cower and wait. Crickets chirrup. I want to join them, to cry for 

help, but gritty earth lingers in my mouth. I swoosh saliva around and hock a 

loogie. A vaporous cloud escapes, a beacon. 

 

Bam. A rock slams the headstone. Sorry, Rita. Whir. A second stone careens 

overhead and dives to the grass behind me. The harvest moon lights a path 

to the mausoleum. I push off the grave like it’s a starting block and take off. 

 

“There she is. Get her!” 

 

I zigzag through an obstacle course of granite slabs. My feet slip on wet 

grass. I throw my hand downward to balance myself. Whack. A direct hit to 

my upper arm. Throbbing radiates up my shoulder to my neck where it takes 

root. I swerve around a bush and make for the mausoleum.  

 

The taunting amplifies. 

 

“You can’t get away, tranny.” 

 

“Don’t ya wanna eat more dirt?” 

 

“You run like a girl, Carl.” 

 

“She is a girl, dickwad.” 

 

A cacophony of boyish cackles saturate the night. My tormentors chant Carl 

like it’s a curse word. 

 

The shadow from a nearby limb paints a crooked finger on the ground. I 

sprint to the tree and take cover behind the trunk. Thump. Bark explodes at 

my feet. It’s maybe fifteen feet to the concrete behemoth. My chest feels like 

a clenched fist under my binder. I’m dizzy, but propel myself to the ground. I 

dig my elbows into the soft earth and crawl forward like a soldier. 
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“Where is she?” 

 

“Dunno, I can barely see.” 

 

“I swear she was heading for that tree.” 

 

“Load your biggest stone boys, on the count of three.” 

 

Smack. A rock strikes my lower back. The blow extends down my leg. My 

toes feel electrified. I lose my focus and grunt.  

 

“Did you hear that?” 

 

“Sounded like a pig.” 

 

“It came from over there.” 

 

I wriggle forward. A war medallion hangs from a thick wire jutting from a 

grave. I rip the rod free. Dirt clings to the jagged spike. I tuck it under me and 

cradle it close.  

 

There’s huffing and puffing above me. Something plops beside my head. My 

neck kinks when I turn to see what it is. A wooden Y-handle, with twisted 

rubber supporting a leather pocket. The spirit of David overtakes me, 

commands me to stand my ground.  

 

Three zips occur in rapid succession. 

 

“Turn her over, boys. Time to show Carl what a real man looks like.” 

 

I clutch the spike, prepared for action. Goliath is about to get his revenge. 
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Yvonne Nezianya 
 

Some of Us Build Graves Out of People 
 
 
I touch my tongue to my lips 
and taste regret with its tip. 
Once, a boy held my frame 
with his and blanketed our 
bodies with the night. His  
hands tried to trace maps on 
my body     searching for an 
uncolonized location willing  
to be his. But you see, some 
cities are not to be explored.  
Some lands do not welcome  
seeds into them or reap fruits 
from their bellies. Some of us 
build graves out of people 
harbouring things that are  
dead in us. And that’s why we 
choose to love with clothes on, 
a glass covering our souls and 
the fumes in our eyes filtering 
our smiles. Because when you  
force the sky to hold the rain 
for too long and then, tell it to 
pour it all out one morning, it 
may cause a flood and what 
was once love would speak the  
language of chaos. 
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Jeremy Szuder 
 

Untitled 1 
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Jeremy Szuder 
 

Untitled 2 
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Jeremy Szuder 
 

Untitled 3 
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Aida Džiho-Šator  
 

Going Down12 
 
 
For me, the war begins in an elevator. Two boys and I are going out to play 

outside. Other children are already out. They’re playing. They’re all new 

friends. They are new. I am new. I’m eleven. We are all new to this place. 

The apartment building is new. The elevator. We’ve never been lifted for so 

many times a day. We would be faster running. But it’s all new. We can’t miss 

the ride. The doors are yellow. We run inside. The inside walls are pink. The 

buttons are round and numbery and fresh. They want to pop out. There is a 

mirror. It reflects the pink of the walls and the tops of our heads. We are 

barely tall enough to see our faces. The youngest boy isn’t. He jumps and 

laughs. With his tongue out. And then we are shaken.  

 

We shake and now we are all jumping. We don’t know what’s happening. We 

scream out guesses. Tornado? We don’t have them here. Is it broken? Did 

we break it? It’s brand new! The building is brand new. And we are... Is it 

shaking? Where’s my sister? We stretch out our hands. We hold on to the 

walls. The younger boy is smaller. He bends his knees and is looking up. We 

look like a spider’s web. We look abstract. Or surreal. I can’t tell. 

 

I see how their faces turn from laughter to fear. Their faces are white spots on 

the pink walls. I see the eyes of the taller boy. The brown in the eyes is 

disappearing. The look becomes stiff. The pupil becomes a deep black hole. 

The iris is becoming more elaborate. It is stretching and loosening, making an 

intricate web. Another web. I’m thinking it wants to come out. It wants to eat 

us or freeze us. I can’t tell.  

My stomach is twisted. It becomes a ball. Heavy. The pink of the stomach 

becomes the pink of the walls. Not brown like the eyes. Like the poop. Will I 

poop? I see it all pink, like in my encyclopedia. But the intestines are not 

neatly going down. Like in the picture. They are scrambled now. Like the 

eggs my mother makes. But not yellow like the doors. They’re pink, like the 

pink of the walls. Not yellow like the pee. I think I will pee.  

 

We stop now. We are stopped. We are alive. The web undoes. We are not a 

frozen painting. We are not a scream. We are not abstract.  

                                                        
12 Previously published in The Death Project: an Anthology for These Times 
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We go out. The other children are out. They are lying down on the ground. 

My sister is under a car. A red car. She crawled under. There is a red spot 

above her eye. She is not all red. She is not bloody. It’s just a scratch. The 

windows are broken. The parents are out screaming. Mom is calling our 

names. They are alive. Everyone looks confused. The fear is big. I look at 

them. The iris from the boy’s eyes is now upon all of us. It is hugging us. Or 

clogging us. I can’t tell. An hour passes. It was a detonation blast. First one. 

You don’t die from detonations. Unless you’re too close. Windows break. 

Glass falls. Elevators shake. Buildings shake. Yellow and pink become black. 

They die in a well of the black of the pupil of a child. They fall. I fall. They 

break. The war breaks. It’s how it starts. In an elevator that is going down, 

that is downing you, not lifting you, that is shaking you, that is making you 

abstract, abstracting you, enveloping you in an iris of the frightened look, 

freezing you, breaking you, pink by pink, blast by blast, death by death, day 

by day. The war for me begins in an elevator.  
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Cyan James 
 

“you pile sweet jam in your prettiest dish”13 
 
 
That’s what Kiki Petrosino calls talking to the ancestors 

 

when you want specific details, though she does question 

 

the desire for those details or why the ancestors would  

 

give them—how much will my life, change, after all, 

 

if, after being as honey to the record-keepers as I can, 

 

I discover that the folks transferred in the Bill of Sale  

 

to Samuel and Elizabeth Pharr were named Essie 

 

and Thomas? Would it be so different if it was Deborah 

 

and Sam? Am I looking for a stoop, a real mailbox 

 

in the land of now; do I believe an actual doorknob  

 

will turn in some descendant’s hand just so I can sit  

 

my white ass down to apologize? And then? No, names 

 

are the symbols we use to shorthand our Beloveds  

 

in our brains, but now the dead have their own things to do.  

 

 

And the sweetness left to me to offer on cracked porcelain 

 

is the acknowledgement, like a menu inscribed in carnelian  

                                                        
13 From “Message from the Free Smiths of Louisa County” in White Blood: a Lyric of Virginia by Kiki 

Petrosino (Sarabande Books, 2020) 
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on heavy cardstock, of what my people served up so we stop 

 

pretending the pain turned itself into smoke, flew up some  

 

chimney like a Santa Claus in reverse to give white people  

 

like mine a Christmas tingle, as though time is fallen snow 

 

and history an unbroken surface and my, how it sparkles,  

 

     how it shines, and What, you want me to shovel the drive? 

 

Shovel all the way to the grand driveway arch; why not quit 

 

quoting Frost: the roads, the fences, the neighbors, the many 

 

dark miles we could shorten in hearts’ beats if we cared to 

 

bend our backs, make sure those roads actually lead right on 

 

  to the same college gate, to the same penthouse, no slipping 

 

while we try to dig up the humanity we buried somewhere 

 

around here; reclaim it, panting, because we’re the ones 

 

who buried it in the first place; we’re the ones who 

 

buried most of the bodies and afterward 

 

climbed into our booster seats 

 

though we still didn’t 

 

make it to space 

 

without Black 

 

women 
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as we 

 

damn 

 

well 

 

know 
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Cyan James 
 

“Because the aesthetic of white flight, in the end, is just that: 
not so much a search for purity as an extravagance of 
waste.”14 
 
 
Waste everything. That’s how it feels 

 

after I’ve lived in thirty-two places, 

 

after heaving my possessions so many 

 

times into garbage bags, as though 

 

my worth is measured by what I can 

 

afford to lose—is it possible to colonize 

 

on the run? Self-soothe, self-care; the  

 

litany of change-of-address forms; don’t 

 

want to settle; I’d rather worry about 

 

being ephemeral or being a tick sucking 

 

up the sights; I worry about reading 

 

so much, learning so much, cramming 

 

myself into so many other brains, as if 

 

I can walk in their bodies, as if empathy 

 

is a passport I’d like to fill; my desires 

 

drift and catch like plastic bags now, bulge 

 

with the mess I haven’t managed to jettison; 

 

                                                        
14 From White Flights: Race, Fiction, and the American Imagination by Jess Row (Graywolf Press, 2019) 
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now I crumple miles themselves like trash, 

 

and fling them out the window as I drive 

 

White people still on the run for places history hasn’t left 

 

pawprints, for places without graffiti written in other languages;  

 

places to tattoo with their own fat and fire ash, then running again 

 

when folks with multi-syllabic names start copying their blueprints, 

 

when the neighbor’s windows release curry like pollen; when music 

 

through walls stir their kidneys with minor keys—why is it so vital 

 

to feel original, anyway? brand names because someone needs to impress 

 

and who doesn’t want to hoist a guava mimosa beside an ocean condensed  

 

to a wabi-sabi infinity pool; who doesn’t want a world compact and shiny  

 

as an angel investor’s pink baldness, as the Charm City Domino sugar sign,  

 

as sails in Monaco—when, after all, can we cut loose already? Reparations  

 

after all, can be Insta-worthy design choices, no? Fit like Fashion Week  

 

in the lidded zip codes of anesthesia and therapy; in the extra forty years 

 

of sparkling water and general hygiene public health has granted us. 

 

Sans a brick house or ancestry that falls on the right side of history,  

 

why not brandish my people’s bones like McQueens, why not innovate  

 

by annihilating the restless, delusional superiority they held dear? 
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Cyan James 
 

I’ll admit it even if it doesn’t fix anything 
 
 
Can’t reprimand my ancestors; can’t wrench myself loose 

from what those intimate wreakers did. Can admit they were wrong, 

so many of them wrong, just as I am and have been and will be, 

by which I mean brutal banality on feather pillows with sugar 

in my tea. We chose sofas; we chose golf carts; we mortgaged  

straining humans for high-gloss cars with enough raw horse 

and battery power to sound civilized as the ringing of a gong 

with as silvery and precise a whisper as the silencer on a Lugar 

raised at the perimeter or a fly unzipped so urine the color 

of a sun can mark the territory that makes a man a civilized 

man who measures his every square inch and knows those 

of his neighbor, too, because rules must be as solid and polished 

as heirloom silver clean enough to eat off of, and ‘comfortable’ 

is an ethical principle now, a word minted in the 1200s, right 

after the advent of chairs and the notion a map might be more 

than an early word cloud, right before land taxes that hurt,  

hurt more, made peasants, eventually, steal moments at the docks 

to contemplate high masts, deep keels, how the wind spanked canvas 

above decks of virgin timber from trees they’d never before smelled 

but could imagine wrapping their arms around, their chains around, 

how dirt clods pop from roots as they’re extracted from rich dark dirt, 

how fresh split yellow logs can burn so clean, how they sometimes release 

friendly white smoke to drift over eager, bobbing leaves, 

easy to dry and bundle and send back through the lungs 
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of former creditors until, on their new acres, they might  

feel able to own and loan. A simple and disturbing dream  

for which I cannot apologize at a deep enough depth,  

an acute enough angle. Nonetheless. I am sorry. Sorry is only  

acknowledging the obvious. Not in hopes of redress. The atoms  

cannot return. But it’s certainly possible to exit my salon of cheese 

and precisely cut and fanned slices of guilt; it’s not that difficult 

to walk around instead of through the next anthill heart I encounter; 

and on the potter’s wheel where I shape the ambitions I’d like to call 

original or at least made by hand, I surely can try different shapes,  

and when I move and move again I can ask at whose cost and now what 

and I think about a friend who doesn’t like to apologize, because  

“I didn’t do anything wrong,” but I know I sweat wrong every minute, 

and can excoriate myself, as though the world wants more flagellation, 

or can acknowledge apology is actually, “the problem is real to me too,”  

is actually “I won’t do it again,” though I will still hurt you and will need 

to apologize again because the hurt is real even if I didn’t mean it, and sorry 

is the chance with every bite and sale and signature to be human, sorry  

isn’t perfect; sorry means different labs, different monsters, unfortunately,  

but also ‘I don’t want to hurt you,’ but also ‘I love you,’ and ‘here I am here’ 
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Founded in 2014, After the Pause is an online literary journal based in 

Indianapolis, Indiana, featuring poetry, flash fiction, and artwork, published 

quarterly.  

 We look to feature the best creative work from new, emerging, and 

veteran creators.  

 Find us at afterthepause.com or on Twitter @afterthepause and 

Facebook /afterthepause. 

 The founding editor of After the Pause is Michael Prihoda. 

 

Our Purpose 
We believe art is a product of life experiences, from the joyful to the 

heartbreaking to the absolutely mundane. Life throws pauses at us. Art 

follows the pause. We want to share the best art we can find and bring hope 

through those artworks. 
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